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There have been a number of young jazz prodigies to 
garner attention over the decades, but none have 
caught fire as quickly as pianist Joey Alexander, who 
made his debut recording as a leader at 11. There has 
been pushback from some critics about his two 
Grammy nominations, but that is hardly the fault of 
the gifted teenager. Although Alexander’s technique is 
strong and he already seems comfortable playing 
challenging jazz standards, his improvising on those 
first two releases was not anywhere near the level of 
many veteran pianists who have explored the same 
music in depth for ages. Yet Alexander is maturing 
quickly, gaining confidence while remaining humble 
about his abilities.  
 He set up a tremendous challenge for himself by 
tackling seven jazz standards written by Thelonious 
Monk, since there are ample recorded versions 
available by the composer and other great jazz pianists. 
He opens this June 2017 Lincoln Center concert with  
a strikingly fresh solo interpretation of “‘Round 
Midnight”, which has a versatile, inventive 
arrangement full of twists and occasional humor in the 
spirit of its author. For the remainder of the set, he is 
joined by two seasoned musicians, bassist Scott Colley 
and drummer Willie Jones III. Alexander’s setting of 
“Evidence” is brisk and playful with plenty of 
interaction with his skilled rhythm team, leaving room 
to showcase Colley’s adept solo. “Ugly Beauty” is 
given a sauntering rhythm in its disguised introduction 
before Alexander takes a more traditional approach in 
a duet with Colley, the latter playing both pizzacato 
and arco. Alexander’s rollicking interpretation of 
Monk’s theme song “Epistrophy” swings with gusto, 
taking a looser approach than its composer, freeing the 
usual tension and incorporating more than a few solo 
piano detours to flesh out his own vision. A darting, 
freewheeling rendition of “Straight, No Chaser” is 
equally adventurous, revealing new dimensions to this 
frequently performed gem.  
 While it is still far too soon to crown Joey 
Alexander a future jazz master, if he continues to 
broaden his repertoire and work with experienced 
players who challenge him, it would be foolish to bet 
against his career prospects.

For more information, visit motema.com. Alexander is at 
The Appel Room Mar. 2nd-3rd. See Calendar. 

For the second part of his Terminals trilogy, an ongoing 
ode to transit and migration, drummer Bobby Previte 
has convened a dream group. Although featuring 
musicians often found in electr(on)ic settings,  

Rhapsody unfolds a grand mise-en-scène by purely 
acoustic means. “Casting Off” and “I Arrive”, 
respectively, begin and end the album by threading the 
vocal delivery of Jen Shyu (whose erhu playing is 
another distinct color in this palette) through the 
netting of John Medeski’s piano and Fabian Rucker’s 
alto saxophone. As the center of the action, Shyu 
imbues Previte’s lyrics (a first for him) with theatrical 
punch, singing the role of an airplane traveler cycling 
through various stages of self-awareness until she 
reaches her unknown destination under cover of night.
 That state of liminality—of hanging suspended 
between locations with only a thin layer of metal and 
plastic between you and certain death—is beautifully 
rendered in Previte’s downright cinematic movements, 
each of which variously highlights the strengths of one 
or more of his bandmates. Medeski shines in “When I 
Land”, his precise syncopations seeming to chart every 
leg of the journey, and, in tandem with harpist zeena 
Parkins, he renders the backdrop of tracks like “The 
Lost” and “The Timekeeper” while Ruckman carefully 
links his own chains of melody and abstraction. 
Hearing Parkins unplugged is an especial privilege; in 
this context, her crystalline beauty feels nearly all-
consuming. Guitarist Nels Cline treads a parallel path 
and to highest effect in “All Hands”, in which his slide 
guitar sounds almost like a pipa. Previte himself 
completes the picture, playing an assortment of drums 
and percussion and, in “Last Stand/Final Approach”, 
autoharp and harmonica to boot. He treats himself no 
differently than his other musicians, letting his singular 
compositional voice ring over all, handing us a light to 
navigate the darkness in which he leaves us.

For more information, visit rarenoiserecords.com. This 
project is at Roulette Mar. 2nd See Calendar. 

Had John Coltrane lived much past Feb. 22nd, 1967 
and continued his ascent (or, depending who you ask, 
descent) outwards, he likely would have pre-dated 
Anthony Braxton’s 1972 For Alto with his own solo 
saxophone album. He and Rashied Ali still left us with 
Interstellar Space. The saxophone-drum duet is now a 
trope for avant garde musicians; even not making one 
acknowledges its significance. 
 So 50 years (plus a couple of months) after Coltrane, 
saxophonist Travis Laplante and Gerald Cleaver,  
aka Subtle Degrees, recorded A Dance That Empties. 
Laplante, as evidenced by his own solo saxophone 
album Heart Protector and saxophone quartet Battle 
Trance, is far more than a firebreather and Cleaver 
stands out as one of the most sculptural drummers 
playing today. As such this is one of the more thoughtful 
entries in the canon. The density is offset by pristine 
audio, rendering every detail perfectly.
 What links A Dance That Empties to Interstellar 
Space—and what so many have missed in the interim 
—is that both use composition, not free improvising,  
as their foundation. Laplante composed the piece, split 
into three movements, and Cleaver then created his 
drum parts. What results are cohesion and a narrative 
arc rather than formlessness and focuslessness.
 Laplante begins the album unaccompanied before 
Cleaver joins. At the ten-minute mark, saxophone 
cedes the space to a malleted exploration, which 

eventually collapses into a quiet heartbeat pulse. 
Laplante reenters with an almost choral, circular-
breathed figure, recalling the work of fellow 
saxophonist Colin Stetson yet more insistent via 
Cleaver’s equally rotational drumming. Before things 
veer out of control, a bluesy tag is introduced, 
grounding the flight. The final section introduces 
Cleaver’s cymbals as a new sonic element, in effect 
turning the duo into a trio, Laplante at his most keening 
and exalted, ending on a triumphant, two-minute long 
circular-breathed note.

For more information, visit newamrecords.com. This project is 
at Spectrum Mar. 3rd and Union Pool Mar. 4th. See Calendar.
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